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ABSTRACT
With the growing popularity of interactive learning, an experiment developing a
tangible user interface made of paper was performed. Screen printing was utilized to print
conductive traces that would connect to a device that has capacitive touch capabilities. A
color mixing program was coded to accompany the tangible interface. It was found that a
tangible user interface can be successfully made of paper. Further research with
development, construction, and testing of this paper tangible interface was proposed.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Children are often referred to as our nation's future and are expected to drive our
nation's success. We expect them to be provided with learning environments that enrich
their learning experience and serve as a foundation for their success. Now educational
interactions increasingly involve digital devices like computers. As technology becomes
more commonplace in our classrooms, there has been a call to make instruction using
technical devices more "hands-on." In 2004 Roussou found that active student interaction
between other students and objects encourages a gradual build-up of student
understanding of concepts. Roussou goes on to say that presenting concepts in virtual
environments (VE) with higher interactivity levels is more effective in an individual's
understanding than when presenting in VEs with lower levels of interactivity (Roussou,
2004).
There are many studies that discuss the benefits of interactivity in virtual
educational environments; however, there is less research on the benefits of tangible user
interfaces (TUI). A TUI is a physical interface that an individual uses to interact with
digital information. Ishii (2008) asserts that TUIs take advantage of haptic interactive
skills, such as tactile sense, and allow an individual to directly manipulate digital
information with their hands and other senses. Having this direct control over both one's
physical and virtual environments provides the user with immediate feedback, engaging
the user with the subject matter and helping to increase concept retention. Physical
actions that cause digital effects or digital actions that cause physical effects can increase
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a user's interest and retention of subject matter (Marshall, 2007). This effect can be seen
in the embodied learning – an educational method that utilizes the entire body to learn –
experiment by Skulmowski et al. (2016) where students were tasked with learning the
anatomy of the heart using either a computer and mouse or a motion-tracked threedimensional (3D) model of a heart. The students in the computer group could click onto
parts of the heart to see the labeled part, while those in the 3D model group could hold
and turn the model while selecting parts to be labeled on-screen. The study found that the
model's consistent guide for the heart's visual orientation not only increased subject
interest and retention performance but also made understanding the subject matter easier
for participants.
Although there is growing evidence for the benefit of technology and TUIs in
education, there are many educational institutions that cannot afford to incorporate these
practices into their curriculum. Integrated personal interactivity through technology in
education usually takes the form of computers, smartphones, and tablets, where 48% of
students use computers in the classroom, 42% use smartphones, and 20% use tablets
globally as of 2018 (Global Education Census Survey 2018, 2018). Although these
technical devices engage and create an interactive atmosphere for students, these devices
can interfere with learning. Students and teachers have expressed concerns about these
devices causing distractions, disruptions, and possible behavioral issues in the classroom
(Ditzler et al., 2016). Printed electronics have the potential to offer a lower-cost and lessdistractive alternative to computer devices because it is an offline single application
device. This experiment is proposed to test whether a paper TUI can be created for
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educational use. For the purpose of this experiment, paper and a conductive silver ink
will be used to create a TUI touchpad that functions as a color mixer in additive RGB and
subtractive CMY color space for demonstrating the basics of color theory. If paper can be
used as a TUI in educational settings, this experiment will suggest that paper can be used
as a cost-effective, non-interruptive alternative for incorporating interactivity into
education. If not, this experiment will identify potential limitations of paper in interactive
settings.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Interactivity in Education
Incorporating interactivity in learning settings allows students to actively
participate in their education by engaging with others, physical objects, and technology
rather than passively participating through memorization. Creating interactive spaces
where students can have an open dialogue with instructors and peers is “. . . a necessary
and fundamental mechanism for knowledge acquisition and the development of both
cognitive and physical skills” (Guzman et al., 2010). These spaces provide collaborative
conceptualization between students, leading to more innovative solutions to problemsolving questions.
In addition to collaboration, interactivity can help to increase the students’
perceptions of their learning. Weng et al. (2018) found that middle school students
perceived that their cognitive (how they think while learning) and affective (how they
feel while learning) learning were higher with interactive PDF e-textbooks compared to
the static PDF e-textbook for a science class. Although this study found that students in
the static PDF group did significantly better on the final test, many of the students felt
more engaged by and preferred learning with or using the interactive textbook. Weng et
al. discuss how focusing solely on grades might not provide the full effects that
interactive learning can have on students.
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While the previously mentioned study did not find that interactivity helped
students to achieve better grades, that does not mean interactivity cannot be utilized for
increasing scores in other subjects. A study of primary school children found that
students who were able to physically manipulate numbered tokens (ranging in value from
1-20) while solving short and long addition problems had a higher proportion of correct
answers, lower absolute calculation errors, and a higher efficiency ratio compared to
students that were not allowed to interact with the tokens (Allen & Vallée-Tourangeau,
2015). Allen and Vallée-Tourangeau demonstrate that the act of moving the tokens
helped direct the students’ attention towards a solution to the problem and ease anxieties
the students may have surrounding mathematics.
Tangibles in Education
Tangibles have been used in education to assist students with lesson
comprehension. Often tangibles in primary education will take the form of plastic objects
that students can move around to demonstrate abstract concepts such as decimal points in
mathematics. One study found that tangibles allowed young children to learn complex
abstract concepts of sound by incorporating embodied schema (defined as "a simple
structure consisting of a few basic components and relations") such as an up-down
movement that is already known to the child (Bakker et al., 2010). Zuckerman, Arida,
and Resnick found that TUIs encourage interaction and discussion between children, and
the hands-on manipulation of tangibles "provides children with an opportunity to
confront their misconceptions about [how behavior changes over time]" (Zuckerman et
al., 2005).
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As students advance into higher education, interactivity takes the form of
computer and tablet devices where a device's touch screen models a TUI. Occasionally,
interactivity through tangibles will be used for certain areas of study, as seen in the
experiment by Skulmowski et al. (2016) and the warehouse design tabletop study by DoLenh et al. (2010). Do-Lenh et al. found that although the students’ ability to comprehend
and apply important concepts posed by the learning task was not affected by the level of
interactivity, the group that interacted with the tangibles had a better task performance
compared to the control (paper) group (Do-Lenh et al., 2010). This study suggests that
incorporating tangible interactivity can foster more inventive solutions to problems
among students in higher education.
Although tangible learning is mainly focused on how it can impact children, most
of the tangibles used do not involve technology. There is evidence that interacting with
physical objects is a great learning environment for a child and that using interactive taskrelevant objects enhances the strength of interactivity provided by technological devices
(Revelle et al., 2005). This point is further supported in the study conducted by Xie et al.
(2008) where the child’s ability to physically move around the interactive space and
directly interact with tangible pieces was found to be more beneficial and easier for the
child to engage with the assigned task.
Tablets in Schools
Schools and school districts have spent an immense amount of money to
incorporate tablet devices into classrooms and in some cases, for individual students.
Tablets allow for the integration of certain visual and audio features into lessons, creating
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more interactive learning experiences, and are less expensive than their personal laptop
computer counterparts. Clarke and Svanaes found that tablet devices are utilized in
classrooms ranging from primary education to universities, where students become solely
involved with using the tablets the higher their level of education becomes. Tablets allow
for more personalized learning in many ways and, due to their less expensive cost
compared to laptop computers, it is more likely that each student can be provided with a
personal tablet (Clarke & Svanaes, 2014). Students have self-reported that the use of
tablets (iPads) improved their engagement with the educational activity and made
participating and collaborating with classmates easier (Mango, 2015).
Alternatively, tablets can be a source of class disruption. Many educational
applications that can be used on technological devices require an internet connection.
Accessibility to the internet during class time has been reported to hinder a student’s
ability to concentrate on the task at hand, allow access to materials online for cheating,
and make class management more difficult for instructors (Chou & Block, 2018;
Dunleavy et al., 2007). Technology’s capability to distract is not limited to students
choosing to scroll through social media instead of solving math problems though.
Aagaard (2015) discusses how many people, including himself, find themselves easily
distractable when using computer devices at a subconscious level to the point of
becoming somewhat of a habit to be “drawn to” off-topic websites or applications. Even
when schools restrict what students can do on their devices while on school grounds,
students can find ways to circumvent these safeguards and engage in activities unrelated
to class (Chou & Block, 2018).
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Printed Electronics/Paper Tangibles in Education
Printed electronics are functional devices that are printed on an array of substrate
types using conductive inks utilizing common printing processes such as screen and
inkjet printing. Paper is a common substrate used to print circuits and in rapid circuit
prototyping. Paper is already fully incorporated into the educational curriculum through
worksheets and packets and is also less distracting for students compared to computer
and tablet devices (Bonnard et al., 2012). Using a less distracting method and requiring
fewer new skills to learn a concept can help reduce the cognitive load on students.
Cognitive Load Theory is the theory that the human brain cannot do many things
at once and the cognitive load on one's memory can affect their ability to learn concepts.
The smaller the amount of cognitive load placed on a student, the easier it will be to learn
the new concept being taught (Sweller, 1994). Since paper is simple and does not offer
the same amount of distractions a computer or tablet device can, it can help keep
cognitive space free for the student to use when learning.
As society shifts further towards integrating technology and automation into
everyday life, computational thinking and programing are becoming increasingly
important skills for students to have. Computational thinking can be described as using
fundamentals of computer science to abstractly approach problem-solving, human
behavior, and system design (Wing, 2006). It is argued that computational thinking is not
solely reserved for coding and is important for everyone (Lee & Recker, 2018; Wing,
2006). However, many students often find the complexity and rigidness needed for
writing computer code indicates that computational thinking is “difficult and has a steep
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learning curve” and there is a need for incorporating low-threshold forms of
computational thinking into educational settings (Lee & Recker, 2018). A common way
to incorporate concepts of computational thinking into educational activities is through
physical objects (tangibles) (Berland and Lee, 2011; Eisenberg, 2010).
Paper tangibles are commonly being used to teach circuitry to young students.
Lee and Recker found that paper encompasses key dimensions (algorithmic thinking,
conditional logic, symbol systems and representations, and debugging) of computational
thinking and is affordable to incorporate into educational activities. The materials that are
used to create paper circuits (an electronic circuit built on paper using conductive tape, a
power source, paper, and an element that takes power such as a light) are inexpensive and
are intuitive to use, making introducing computational thinking with circuitry easy (figure
2.1).

Figure 2.1. Paper Circuitry. Created using paper, copper tape, a battery, and two LED
lights.
Note. Image courtesy of Creative Commons – Wikimedia Commons.
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Paper circuits have minimal barriers when being used to introduce computational
thinking and have potential routes of engaging students with the new easy circuitry
products for kids (Lee & Recker, 2018). Paper circuitry also enhances paper affordances
(what someone can do with the paper based on their capabilities) without compromising
the traditional experience of paper. This adds novelty to everyday paper interactions
without removing a person's already held perception of paper, lessening the cognitive
load that would be created with a different tool (Shorter et al., 2014). For example,
introducing tablet devices to a population unfamiliar with them adds cognitive load
because the users must learn how to operate and navigate the device in addition to the
lesson the devices are being used for while the paper tangible would only require the user
to engage in learning one new function. Saul et al. developed a way to construct
interactive paper devices using custom software that supports do-it-yourself (DIY)
designs and low-cost production, allowing the “interactive [. . .] design process [to] be
easily managed without requiring [. . .] users [to have] a detailed understanding of the
underlying constraints” (Saul et al., 2010). The research discussed above demonstrates
that paper can introduce complex concepts, like circuitry, to students in an intuitive
manner. Since paper can effectively teach circuitry to students, it can be assumed that it
will be effective in teaching other concepts to them as well.
Capacitive Touch Sensing
Capacitive touch uses the conductive energy from a person's touch (usually their
finger) in place of physical buttons to send input information to a device. Capacitive
sensing is done using capacitors, which are composed of two conductive plates and a
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dielectric (an insulating material that keeps the two conductive plates from touching). An
electric charge is stored in the conductive plates and forms an electric field across the
dielectric when voltage is applied to the capacitor. The amount of this charge that can be
stored is called capacitance, which is dependent on the distance and size of the area of the
conductive plates and dielectric. Capacitive touch sensing detects changes among the
capacitance to sense touch (Bare Conductive, n.d.).
Touch screen devices use mutual capacitance, meaning there is a grid of
capacitors overlapping each other to form an electrical field between them (figure 2.2a).
When a person touches the screen, they change the capacitance, registering on the sensor
as a touch (figure 2.2b). Mutual capacitive sensors allow for the detection of multiple
touch inputs at a time, such as using two fingers to zoom in on a touch screen.

Figure 2.2. Mutual Capacitance. Unaffected electromagnetic field (a) and touch
registered in electromagnetic field (b).
This experiment will employ a device that uses self-capacitance (figure 2.3a). “In
self-capacitance . . . an electrode forms a capacitor with the ground plane [of earth]"
(Loose, 2021a). A person touching or nearing the electrode becomes the ground since it is
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closer to the electrode, changing the electric field and therefore changing the capacitance,
registering as a touch on the device (figure 2.3b). Utilizing self-capacitance instead of
mutual capacitance will simplify the design and construction of the TUI, allowing others
to duplicate or modify it for future use.

Figure 2.3. Self-Capacitance. Unaffected electromagnetic field (a) and touch registered in
electromagnetic field (b).
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Tangible research frequently focuses on the impact tangibles can have on specific
educational lessons. When studying paper tangibles, most researchers emphasize the
construction and functionality over educational effects. This experiment looks to design
and create a TUI out of paper that can be applied to various educational lessons to permit
more general applications of the tangible. By concentrating on the performance of the
paper tangible, this experiment aims to provide a basis for the development, replication,
and modification of this tangible for future research.
Existing literature suggests that interactive education can have positive effects on
learning and a common way to incorporate interactivity into learning is through tangibles.
There is also evidence that paper can be successfully used as a TUI for integrating
interactivity into tasks. For the purpose of this experiment, a paper tangible that functions
as a color mixer using “sliders” to change the amount of color in the mixture that displays
on the screen was created as a tool to assist in the instruction of basic color theory.
Creation of the Color Mixing Program
While the focal point of this TUI is the paper with printed conductive traces, the
heart of this tangible is be the program and hardware connected to the printed electronic.
The RGB and CMY color mixing graphical user interface (GUI) is programmed to toggle
between color spaces and display the changing color mixture onto the computer monitor
based on input from the TUI.
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Materials
The color mixing GUI was created using Python. Python is a universally used
open-source scripting language that is known for its ease of use for all skill levels
(Python Software Foundation, 2022). Since Python is open source, there are many
resources available to support programmers using the language. The Python code was
scripted using Geany (Version 1.38.0; Geany, 2021), a programming text editor.
The color mixing program is housed in a Raspberry Pi (figure 3.1). The Raspberry
Pi (2015) is a small, low-cost computer that connects to a computer monitor with the
same capabilities as a desktop computer. Raspberry Pis are also known for being easy to
learn and have already been incorporated into educational settings and interactive
projects around the world (Raspberry Pi Foundation, 2015). This experiment uses a 2021
Raspberry Pi Zero W (wireless).

Figure 3.1. Raspberry Pi Zero W.
Note. Image courtesy of Creative Commons – Wikimedia Commons.
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The Raspberry Pi is connected to a Bare Conductive (2021) Pi Cap to implement
the capacitive touch component of the tangible (figure 3.2). The Pi Cap is a device that
attaches to a Raspberry Pi (like a hat) that allows the user to add interface prototyping to
the Raspberry Pi (Loose, 2021b). The Pi Cap has capacitive touch capabilities already
built into the device, removing the need to code capacitive touch into the program.

Figure 3.2. Pi Cap.
Note. Image courtesy of Creative Commons – Adafruit Industries on Flickr, image cropped.

Program Structure
The Python program must call on libraries used by the Pi Cap in order to activate
the capacitive touch capabilities already programmed in the device. These libraries are
called at the beginning of the program, including Tkinter for GUI layout, NumPy for
built-in mathematic equations, the Pi Cap libraries for time, MPR121 for capacitive
touch, signal, and GPIO Zero for the Raspberry Pi connection. This allows already
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integrated equations and code to be referenced instead of hardcoded in the body of the
program.
The Pi Cap has twelve electrodes (E0-E11 as shown in figure 3.2) that are
connected to the printed traces and read the touch input from the TUI. The twelve
electrodes are divided into three groups of four electrodes, corresponding to the three
colors in each color space (RGB, CMY). Each electrode controls the percentage of its
assigned color value when the printed trace connected to the electrode is touched. In the
code, the electrodes are set to either read as “not touched” (0) or “touched” (1) which will
indicate the value to output for a color on the GUI. The four electrodes were programmed
to read at 0%, 33%, 66%, and 100% for each color. Since there are only four electrodes
for each color, the setup does not allow for a seamless transition between the values of
the color added to the mixture. To mitigate this problem and make the transitions
smoother, the program interpolates the color value between pairs of electrodes in the
same color group when they are touched.
The traces were designed not to overlap with each other in order to keep the
current from crossing between traces and nullifying any input. This led to the traces that
were connected to neighboring electrodes to not be in sequential order for the color
percentage value (figure 3.3). The printed touchpads that are by each other will trigger a
value in between their values when touched together; for example, when electrodes E1
and E3 (values of .33 and .66 respectively) are triggered simultaneously, the output for
blue or yellow (depending on color space) will read at .495 or 49.5% instead of at 33% or
66%.
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Figure 3.3. Electrode and Trace Design Composition. Set up of electrodes in relation to
printed trace design with values assigned.
The GUI displays the amount of the color in the mixture on the graphic sliders (0255 for RGB, 0-100 for CMY). Since all the electrodes are set to output the percentages
of each color (normalized between 0 and 1), their values must be multiplied by 255 in
order to display the correct number for the RGB color space. Additionally, since the GUI
is displayed on a computer monitor, all color output must be converted to RGB with each
color channel taking a value between 0 and 255. When the program is set to the RGB
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color space, the color mixture values are simply multiplied by 255. When the program is
set to the CMY color space, the conversion to RGB is done by subtracting the value of
the mixture from 1 and multiplying the difference by 255.
The program runs in a continuous loop to “listen” for changes in touched values
and to update the color mixture. At the beginning of the loop, an array of length twelve is
initialized with zeroes, meaning that none of the twelve electrodes are touched. If any
electrode is triggered, the value in the corresponding index of the array is set to 1, and the
program will update and store the color mixture percentages. If electrodes E0, E7, and
E11 are triggered simultaneously, the program switches the color space. The final color
mixture resulting from the combination of touched electrodes is then converted to RGB
and output to the GUI. The flowchart of the program structure can be seen below (figure
3.4).

Figure 3.4. Program Structure Flowchart.
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Limitations
The program is functional but may not be as easily understood by others as the
code was written by a programming novice. The GUI layout was hardcoded as well,
which caused it to be bulkier than if written by someone with more experience. However,
the functioning program demonstrates that programming beginners can create working
programs for TUIs using a Raspberry Pi and Python.
Creation of the Printed Tangible User Interface
The paper TUI will be built out of paper with screen-printed silver traces that
carry the user’s natural conductivity to trigger the capacitive touch sensors on the Pi Cap.
Screen printing will be utilized as it is one of the most common and low-cost printing
methods that can be easily done at home or in schools, allowing for simple replication of
this experiment. The traces will be separated into three groups, one for each color of the
additive and subtractive color space. The groups of traces will work as a “slider” for the
user to slide their finger up and down to change the RGB and CMY color values. The
slider design was chosen because its similarity to color sliders in common software
programs makes the design intuitive to the user.
Materials
To reduce the waste of screen and ink materials, the TUI design was prototyped
using copper tape and a Circuit Scribe pen (a conductive ink pen that allows users to
draw circuits) (Circuit Scribe, 2022). This prototyping method will also reduce cost and
time as screens will not have to be washed and reimaged for multiple designs, quickly
creating models to finalize the tangible’s design and structure.
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After the prototypes are made, the final trace design will be screen printed using
Henkel (2016) Loctite ECI 1011 ECI E&C (silver ink) and 230 threads per inch (TPI)
monofilament polyester mesh by Sefar (Heiden, 2022). Screen printing provides a
uniform laydown of ink onto the paper that will ensure there are no gaps anywhere along
the conductive traces. A layer of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic will be used as
a dielectric (an insulator to prohibit conduction in certain areas) between the printed
traces and cover paper with the user interface (UI) design.
The conductive traces will be measured for resistance with a multimeter by CenTech (n.d.). Resistance (measured in ohms) measures the amount of opposition against
the flow of the current in an electrical circuit. To verify that the TUI is working at its
optimal performance, resistance should be close to zero (figure 3.5).

a.

b.

Figure 3.5. Multimeter Reading Resistance. Very little resistance from trace to electrode
(a) and full resistance between different traces (b).
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Tangible Design
Adding interactivity to a lesson over a new concept could increase a student's
cognitive load if the interaction needed is not intuitive to the student and does not add to
the lesson. Antle and Wise (2013) offer a solution to reducing the cognitive load of added
interactivity:
One way to minimize this extraneous load is designing TUIs coherently (i.e., the
informational relations in the digital system mirror those in the real world). This
kind of mapping requires a low amount of cognitive resources to process, freeing
up more cognitive resources to devote to learning.
Antle and Wise give the example of steering a car as being intuitive to people as
drivers turn the wheel in the direction they want to turn the car. In contrast they describe
steering a boat as being less intuitive because the captain must turn the wheel of the boat
in the opposite direction that they want to turn. Steering a boat takes up more cognitive
resources than driving a car and therefore makes learning to man a boat harder (Antle &
Wise, 2013).
To lessen the cognitive load on users, the paper tangible implements an up-down
motion (sliding) on the touchpad to increase or decrease the amount of color being added
to the mixture. The paper touchpad consists of two pieces of paper, a layer of conductive
ink, a dielectric layer, a Pi Cap, and a Raspberry Pi. The bottom layer of paper has the
conductive traces printed on it that connect to each of the twelve electrodes on the Pi
Cap, four of each assigned to one of the additive or subtractive colors. The second layer
of a cut PET dielectric is placed on top of the printed traces, covering the traces
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connecting to the sensors but leaving the printed sensor pads that the participant will
touch uncovered. The top layer of paper is laid on top of the printed paper and dielectric,
concealing the traces with a design that directs the user on how to operate the TUI. When
the Raspberry Pi that is connected to the Pi Cap is powered on, voltage is sent to all
twelve of the capacitive sensors, creating an electric field around each sensor that
connects to the printed traces. When the participant touches a section of the printed
sensor pads, the capacitance will change and register as a touch, changing the amount of
the color associated with that sensor slide that is added to the mixture.
Prepress
Once the trace design was finalized, a PDF of the design was exported from
Adobe Illustrator (Version 26.1; Adobe, 2022) to create a negative film using Kodak’s
(2008) Trendsetter NX Mid. The trendsetter works by laser ablating the carbon layer atop
a sheet of film in the non-image areas of a design. When the film is finished, it will
display a positive of the design that will be screen printed and will be used to image the
screen.
Since this experiment uses silver ink, the mesh count of the screen has to be low
enough (larger holes in mesh) to allow the silver particles of ink to pass through.
MacDermid’s (2022) Capillex 20 was used for the screen emulsion. Emulsion works as a
stencil that sits on top of the printing screen and only lets ink through certain areas. The
emulsion used is a light-sensitive capillary (direct sheet) film (emulsion sits on top of the
film). When exposing the screen for this experiment, the Capillex 20 was taped emulsionside down onto the outer mesh on the front of the screen and slightly dampened by
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spraying water at the emulsion from the back of the screen. Wetting the emulsion helps
the emulsion separate from its film backing and adhere to the mesh screen.
The emulsion was dried in a Majestech (n.d.) screen drying chamber at 100˚F for
30 minutes before the film backing was removed and the film positive was taped (wrongreading or backwards) over the emulsion and transferred the Lawson (2017) LED-5000
UV light exposure unit to be exposed for 125 seconds. After the screen has been exposed,
the film positive is removed and the unexposed emulsion is washed away with water,
leaving a negative of the design in the emulsion for ink to pass through. After the uncured
emulsion is washed out and the screen is dry (back in the drying chamber for around 15
minutes), the screen is ready to be loaded into the press.
Printing
For this experiment, the Nano-Print Plus screen printing press by Grafica
Flextronica (2013) was used to screen print the trace design. Using the automated screenprinting press minimizes variability in ink thickness on the paper because the press prints
with a constant pressure on the squeegee, ensuring consistency between prints.
After the silver ink is printed on the paper, the prints are run through the
DragonAir (2015) Fire DTG Dryer to cure the ink. The prints are placed onto a slowmoving conveyor belt that runs the prints underneath a heater. According to the technical
data sheet (TDS) for the silver ink, the ink must be cured at 150˚C for 10 minutes in a
box oven (Henkel, 2016). The DragonAir was set to 150˚C for the prints to run through.
The prints ran through the dryer three times (once after each laydown of ink) to dry the
ink; however, a few prints were not completely dry and adhered to the other prints when
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stacked (figure 3.6). To combat this issue, all prints were kept separate for 24 hours to
ensure the ink was dry before testing the resistance of the printed traces.

Figure 3.6. Damaged Printed Trace. Ink was pulled up from paper due to inadequate
curing (not completely dry).
Postpress
Once the traces were printed and cured, the PET was cut to cover the connecting
traces but leave the touchpads open. The PET was the film cover for DuPont (2019)
Cyrel DPR 67 flexographic plates which was discarded after the plates were imaged. The
PET was placed on the Mimaki (2015) CFL-605RT plotter to cut out the areas for the
touchpads to create the dielectric layer. The cover sheet with the UI design was printed
through the Konica Minolta (2019) AccurioPress C3080 dry toner printer.
Limitations
A major limitation that was faced during the design of the TUI is that the Pi Cap
only has twelve electrode sensors for the printed traces to connect to. This made creating
a smooth transition for mixing adding/subtracting color harder since only four electrodes
could be used for each of the three colors in either color space giving the mixing options
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of 0%, 33%, 66%, and 100% for each color. To combat this, the traces were designed in
an interlocking manner to allow the user to trigger two sensors at once between each
mixing option, adding three additional percentages (16.5%, 49.5%, 82.5%) for the color
to be added to the mixture.
Complications
The ink was printed on coated paper stock to combat ink absorption (and
therefore a less conductive trace due to less ink sitting on top of the paper) that is
prevalent in uncoated papers. Unfortunately, when the final trace designs were printed,
they were measured at 1 ohm, meaning that there was almost no current flowing through
the traces. This was thought to be due to the porous nature of paper. Although the paper
was coated, it appeared that the ink was still absorbing into the paper and inhibiting the
silver particles from forming a uniform connection to carry the current from the user to
the Pi Cap. To resolve this issue, a layer of conventional cyan ink (any ink/color can be
used) was placed down before printing the conductive traces to “plug” any porous
openings in the paper and provide a smoother, unbroken surface for the conductive ink to
print on.
It was later discovered that the substrate (paper) was not the reason for the traces
not carrying current. When troubleshooting the resistance issue with the traces after
printing on top of the cyan ink, it was thought that the silver ink was not functioning
properly due to its age (the silver ink that was on hand was past its expiration date). Dr.
Dave Pope of NovaCentrix (an ink company), Dr. Charles Tonkin, and Mr. Ian Ruff were
consulted during this time to solve the issue with the ink. These conversations established
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that the silver ink was not properly cured and sintered (C. Tonkin & I. Ruff, personal
communication, January 2022). During the curing process, the conveyor belt of the
DragonAir was not slowed enough to allow the silver ink to fully cure (dry) and for the
silver particles to sinter, fusing together to form a path for the current to follow. The
DragonAir could not be slowed enough to adequately heat the ink long enough to sinter
the silver particles, so the printed sheets were taken and cured in a home oven for ten
minutes at 300˚F (close to the 150˚C specified on the ink TDS). Although Dr. Dave Pope
thought a home oven would work for curing the silver ink, he advised testing the
substrate (paper) in the oven since conventional home ovens are not controlled well (D.
Pope, personal communication, January 2022). The oven curing was successful in
bringing the resistance down to 1.0 ohms (measured using a Fluke [n.d.] 23 Series Digital
Multimeter shown in figure 3.7), creating a clear path for the current to run through the
traces. It is also worth mentioning that the ink discussed with Dr. Dave Pope is waterbased while the ink used in this experiment was solvent-based (new ink was not
purchased since the oven successfully sintered the traces) and not recommended to be
cured in a home oven.
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a.

b.

Figure 3.7. Multimeter Reading Printed Trace Resistance. Resistance before sintering
traces in oven (a) resistance after sintering traces in oven (b).
Assembly of the Final TUI
Following the printing process came the assembly of the TUI. Constructing the
final TUI includes assembling the paper tangible, connecting the paper to the Pi Cap,
attaching the Pi Cap to the Raspberry Pi, and connecting the Raspberry Pi to the
computer monitor, mouse, and keyboard.
Building the Paper Tangible
A blank piece of paper (the same stock as the paper the traces are printed on) was
adhered to the bottom of the printed paper to strengthen the foundation of the base paper.
The PET dielectric layer was taped on top of the printed paper to cover the traces that
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connect to the touchpads and the Pi Cap. The cover sheet was taped on top of the
dielectric layer (figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8. Exploded Diagram of Paper TUI Assembly.
Attaching the Paper Tangible to the Pi Cap
Each electrode had a wire wrapped around the hole in the electrode with the other
end of the wire taped to the traces with copper tape. The copper tape has conductive
properties and helps ensure that the current is running through the wires and printed
traces to the Pi Cap.
Connecting the Raspberry Pi to the Monitor
The Pi Cap is connected to the Raspberry Pi through the general-purpose
input/output (GPIO) pins. These pins handle incoming and outgoing signals from the Pi
Cap to the Raspberry Pi. Since the Raspberry Pi Zero is one of the smaller devices, it has
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a micro-USB power supply port, a micro-USB port to connect to a keyboard/mouse, and
a mini-HDMI port to connect to the monitor. In order to connect the Raspberry Pi to the
keyboard, mouse, and monitor, a micro-USB to USB A adaptor and a mini–HDMI C to
HDMI A adaptor were purchased.
The Raspberry Pi plugs into the monitor with an HDMI cord and must be
connected to the monitor before the Raspberry Pi’s power supply is plugged in for the
monitor to display what is on the Raspberry Pi. Since the micro-USB to USB adaptor
only allows for one USB to connect, a Logitech (2012) wireless touch keyboard was
used. It is important to confirm that the power supply for the monitor is plugged in and
reading from the correct HDMI port (figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9. Exploded Diagram of Hardware Assembly.
Testing Final TUI
After assembly, the TUI was tested to see if it was operational. Four volunteers
participated in a trial, evaluating the usability and functionality of the TUI.
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Results
The trials found that the paper TUI was operational and that the sliding motion
was intuitive with the color sliders on the GUI (figure 3.10). The TUI is somewhat flimsy
in structure and the wires can become disconnected from the printed traces if the tangible
is moved abruptly. At one point during the trials, the sensors were not reading as being
touched by the participant so the cover with the UI design was taken off, leaving the
dielectric layer to cover the parts of the traces that should not be touched. Overall, the
TUI was functional and easy to use for the participants.

a.

b.

Figure 3.10. Final Functioning Paper TUI Prototype. Additive (RGB) Color Space with
UI cover (a) and Subtractive (CMY) Color Space without UI cover (b).
Limitations
This experiment was conducted to see if a paper TUI could be made for
educational settings. The idea behind the implementation of this paper tangible would be
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in primary education where interactivity can be incorporated early into our nation’s
education system. It would be ideal to test the TUI on children of primary school age in
future studies to examine the usability, functionality, and durability of the tangibles. The
trials of this experiment had four volunteers that were aged 22-26, quite a bit older than
the desired target audience. The functionality of the tangible can be generalized from
these four participants, but the usability and intuitiveness of the TUI may not be easily
applicable to younger participants.
Complications
Originally the Pi Cap was to be adhered to the printed traces using carbon doublesided adhesive dots (small conductive circles of carbon with adhesive on both sides), but
it was found that the carbon dots provided too much resistance for the current to run
through the printed traces to the Pi Cap. Wires were the solution for this issue but caused
their own set of problems. The wires caused the setup of the tangible to be bulky and
made the possibility of disconnection from the printed traces more likely.
Another obstacle that emerged from testing the TUI is that the way the “button”
that changes the color space was designed did not work. The color change button was
designed to be triggered when all three electrodes assigned to 0% for each color are
touched at the same time. The button traces that ran to the button also connected to the
0% touchpads, connecting those three electrodes, thus rendering them non-operational.
Since those three electrodes were connected by the printed traces, the Pi Cap was not
reading input from the color space change button or the three 0% touchpads. To resolve
this issue, the button touchpad was cut using an Xacto knife so that the traces were not
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touching in the button area (figure 3.11a). Next, the button area of another print was cut
to sit on top of the dielectric layer facing the connected printed traces, connecting the
three traces together when the button is pressed and triggering the color space change
(figure 3.11b).

a.

b.

Figure 3.11. Change Color Space Button Solution. Button cut so traces are not connecting
(a) while a separate printed touchpad is placed on top (b).
The third complication that arose when testing the TUI was the touchpads were
not being triggered consistently when the user touched them with the paper UI cover on
top, leading to the removal of the cover during testing. While the touchpads could be
triggered with the paper UI cover on top, the inconsistency might stem from the adhesion
method used to attach the UI cover to the tangible. Although it is preferable to have a
cover that indicates how the TUI works, it is not necessary for the function of the
tangible. However, if the tangible were to be used in educational settings (which was the
purpose of this experiment), the exposed silver ink could “wear out” over time with
multiple uses if it does not have a protective covering. This experiment did not test the
“lifespan” of the printed silver traces so there is not a precise timeline for when the traces
may become less effective.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We consider our children our nation's future and therefore want them to have the
best education possible. With evidence of the benefits of interactivity on engagement,
subject interest and understanding, and concept retention, the incorporation of interactive
lesson plans into current the curriculum seems to be an obvious decision. However, cost
efficiency in interactive education seems to be holding back the incorporation of
interactive lessons in the classroom.
There are many school districts across the country that vary in socioeconomic
status. Schools that are in underprivileged areas are less likely to have funding to
implement interactivity through tablets or computers. This places these schools at an even
bigger disadvantage compared to schools in affluent areas in terms of offering students
new and beneficial educational experiences. Looking into cost-efficient alternatives for
educational institutions can help alleviate the gap in school districts between
socioeconomic statuses.
Paper is inexpensive and already integrated into all levels of education. Since
paper is already known to students, incorporating interactivity through paper is not only
more affordable but also places less of a strain on students’ cognitive load since they do
not have to learn how to operate an unknown tool. This experiment’s findings show the
development of paper as a TUI. Studying the effects of paper tangibles on student
performance and engagement should be included in research pertaining to the structure
and development of these tangibles.
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Implications
Tangibles are a relatively new tool for education. Exploratory work will help
expand this field and see new applications of tangibles. This experiment found that paper
can successfully be used as a TUI, creating the opportunity to incorporate a less
distractive and more affordable method of interactivity into lesson plans at a wide scale
across districts. Adding paper to the inventory of interactive tangibles will expand the
reach of interactive learning in educational institutions. Utilizing paper as opposed to
screens can also offer students unique experiences and open them up to diverse ideas and
approaches to finding solutions to problems they face.
Although the purpose of this study was to examine whether paper could
successfully be used as an educational TUI, the results of the experiment present another,
more general application as well. This study found that a low-cost interactive user
interface can be created and serve multiple purposes in environments other than
education. For example, an interface using the same sliding motion to operate lighting
applied to walls could be created as an alternative to dimming light switches.
Implementing this method for creating TUIs into household applications can make
interactivity and “smart homes” possible regardless of socioeconomic standing.
Suggestions for Future Research
The experiment described in this paper sought to create a working paper TUI.
This experiment led to an operational prototype for a color mixing program and
accompanying tangible. However, the tangible was not formally tested or produced in a
final product that could be distributed to school districts.
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Construction
Complications arising from the construction of the paper TUI lend themselves to
further research. This experiment was unable to have the Pi Cap directly connect to the
printed traces which created a bulky and sensitive setup prone to malfunction
(disconnection from the Pi Cap). Further study on the development of interconnecting the
paper TUI to the computer device (Raspberry Pi and Pi Cap in this case) to create a solid
connection and reliable device output will be necessary for the TUI to be utilized in the
envisioned environment.
When designing the traces, two designs were created with differing interlocking
touchpad layouts (figure 4.1). However, only one trace design (a) was used when
assembling the TUI and during the trials.

a.

b.

Figure 4.1. Interlocking Touchpad Designs. Differing designs on how touchpads
interlock to allow two electrodes to be triggered (a, b).
This was due to there being only one Pi Cap available and the way the printed traces were
connected to the Pi Cap. The sensitive wired connection between the Pi Cap and printed
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traces made detaching and reconnecting the Pi Cap and wires to a different printed trace
difficult. Although the trace design employed in this experiment was functional, further
study on various designs could provide further insight into more beneficial designs.
As described in the limitations of the construction of the TUI, the number of
electrodes on the Pi Cap limited the number of percentages that could be assigned per
color. Although this problem was slightly mitigated by having percentages between the
assigned percentages for each electrode when two electrodes are triggered, the transition
between color percentages assigned and displayed in the GUI is not as smooth as one
would see in other software such as Adobe Illustrator. Further study on expanding the
range of percentage values among the set number of electrode on the Pi Cap could help
with achieving seamless color transitions. The Pi Cap also has proximity sensor
capabilities that could be explored for producing the seamless transitions.
Another factor in the construction of the TUI that could be expanded upon is how
the paper base, dielectric layer, and UI cover are adhered together. In this experiment, the
layers were simply taped together. A coating of adhesive between the three layers of the
TUI would result in a stronger bond among the layers and a cleaner presentation of the
tangible. Research in creating the TUI using a printed dielectric layer as well could help
consolidate the design of the tangible and make it more compact for classroom use.
Along with the future study on adhering the layers of the tangible together is
examining the “lifespan” of the conductive ink and whether a cover sheet is
recommended for reasons other than aesthetic. If there is no significant wear on the
conductive traces over long periods of time, the paper cover could be excluded for the
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sake of cost. However, if it is found that a paper cover would be recommended in the
design of these paper tangibles, then research pertaining to building the tangible to
consistently trigger the touchpads with the UI cover on top should be conducted. As
mentioned above, the covering would help the appearance and instructional capabilities
of the tangible in educational settings as well as protect the printed traces from damage
over time.
Finally, the Raspberry Pi Zero W has wireless/Bluetooth capabilities built in. This
experiment was not able to create a program that utilized these abilities and examine how
the TUI would perform if wirelessly connected to the monitor and touch keyboard. The
capacity to wirelessly connect the TUI could provide a more easily portable and stored
tangible that could also reduce setup time during lessons. Further study would have to be
conducted on the development of a wireless paper tangible and the effect of wireless
connection on the functionality of the tangible.
Testing
The purpose of this experiment was to see if a TUI could successfully be made
from paper in hopes of incorporating it into education. The intention of the development
of this tangible was to create a foundation for tangibles for education, with the hope that
they could be implemented in primary schools. Testing the tangible on primary school
children will give researchers a better understanding of the tangible’s usability and
intuitiveness for these students. Examining how the TUI functions among various age
groups will also help researchers generalize its effects more widely as well.
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Conclusion
This experiment aimed to develop an operating TUI out of paper and printed
conductive traces that could be used for a simple interactive lesson on color theory. In
prior research, paper tangibles were created by using copper tape or drawn on conductive
traces to help teach circuitry to students. Many studies regarding incorporating
interactivity in learning focus on tablet and computer devices. There has been little
research on utilizing paper as a TUI or interactively incorporating it into lessons other
than circuitry. Based on this experiment, paper can successfully be used to create a TUI
for a lesson task pertaining to something other than circuitry. The smaller cost of creating
paper TUIs compared to screens will provide a great benefit to classrooms in lower
socioeconomic school districts by decreasing some of the gaps between them and schools
in higher socioeconomic districts.
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Appendix A
Color Mixing Program Python Code
# use tkinter for GUI layout
from tkinter import *
from tkinter import ttk
import numpy as np
# PiCap
from time import sleep
import MPR121
import signal
import gpiozero
# GUI window layout
window = Tk()
window.geometry("830x650")
window.title('Color Mixing Station')
window['background']='#333333'
style = ttk.Style()
style.configure("TButton", padding=0, background='#444444',
foreground='#ffffff', font=("helvetica"), borderwidth=0)
style.configure("TScale", padding=0, background='#333333',
sliderrelief=FLAT, borderwidth=0)
# color space
colorspace = 0
# color label
colortext = Label(window, text='Final Color', font=("helvetica", 16,
"bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
colortext.place(x=30, y=575)
# color window
# set color window to live update color as user changes value inputs
w_color = "#000000"
colorwindow = Canvas(window, bg=w_color, width=500, height=500)
colorwindow.place(x=30, y=60)
# initialize picap capacitive sensor
try:
sensor = MPR121.begin()
except Exception as e:
print (e)
sys.exit(1)
# capacitive touch and mixture
touched = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] # none are touched
mixture = [0, 0, 0]
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# mixture values from sliders
mix1 = 0
mix2 = 0
mix3 = 0
# this is the touch threshold - setting it low makes it more like a
proximity trigger default value is 40 for touch
touch_threshold = 160
# this is the release threshold - must ALWAYS be smaller than the touch
threshold default value is 20 for touch
release_threshold = 100
# set the thresholds
sensor.set_touch_threshold(touch_threshold)
sensor.set_release_threshold(release_threshold)
# change color space button - PiCap has built-in button that is not
used for this experiment
#button = gpiozero.Button(4,bounce_time=0.01,hold_time=0.1)
#RGB/CMY scales placement initualization - won't work if only in
SetColorSpace function below
colorspace_label = Label(window, text='Additive Color Space',
font=("helvetica", 18, "bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
colorspace_label.place(x=325, y=15)
# red base
base1 = Label(window, text='Red', font=("helvetica", 14, "bold"),
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base1.place(x=567, y=575)
# slider input for red base
slider1 = Scale(window, from_=255, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#ff0000", length=500)
slider1.place(x=550, y=60)
# green base
base2 = Label(window, text='Green', font=("helvetica", 14, "bold"),
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base2.place(x=617, y=575)
# slider input for green base
slider2 = Scale(window, from_=255, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#00ff00", length=500)
slider2.place(x=608, y=60)
# blue base
base3 = Label(window, text='Blue', font=("helvetica", 14, "bold"),
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base3.place(x=684, y=575)
# slider input for blue base
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slider3 = Scale(window, from_=255, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#0000ff", length=500)
slider3.place(x=667, y=60)
black_note = Label(window, text='', font=("helvetica", 10),
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
black_note.place(x=65, y=615)
# read if any electrodes are being touched/triggered on PiCap
def ReadPiCap():
if sensor.touch_status_changed():
sensor.update_touch_data()
for i in range(12):
if sensor.is_new_touch(i):
touched[i] = 1
elif sensor.is_new_release(i):
touched[i] = 0
GetMixture()
show_scales()
window.after(30, ReadPiCap)
# set GUI for color space
def SetColorSpace():
global colorspace_label
colorspace_label.destroy()
global base1
base1.destroy()
global base2
base2.destroy()
global base3
base3.destroy()
global slider1
slider1.destroy()
global slider2
slider2.destroy()
global slider3
slider3.destroy()
global black_note
black_note.destroy()
# RGB/CMY scales placement
global colorspace
if colorspace == 0:
colorwindow.configure(bg="black")
colorspace_label = Label(window, text='Additive Color Space',
font=("helvetica", 18, "bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
colorspace_label.place(x=325, y=15)
# red base
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base1 = Label(window, text='Red', font=("helvetica", 14,
"bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base1.place(x=567, y=575)
# slider input for red base
slider1 = Scale(window, from_=255, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#ff0000", length=500)
slider1.place(x=550, y=60)
# green base
base2 = Label(window, text='Green', font=("helvetica", 14,
"bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base2.place(x=617, y=575)
# slider input for green base
slider2 = Scale(window, from_=255, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#00ff00", length=500)
slider2.place(x=608, y=60)
# blue base
base3 = Label(window, text='Blue', font=("helvetica", 14,
"bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base3.place(x=684, y=575)
# slider input for blue base
slider3 = Scale(window, from_=255, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#0000ff", length=500)
slider3.place(x=667, y=60)
else:
colorwindow.configure(bg="white")
colorspace_label = Label(window, text='Subtractive Color
Space', font=("helvetica", 18, "bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
colorspace_label.place(x=300, y=15)
# cyan base
base1 = Label(window, text='Cyan', font=("helvetica", 14,
"bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base1.place(x=560, y=575)
# slider input for cyan base
slider1 = Scale(window, from_=100, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#00ffff", length=500)
slider1.place(x=550, y=60)
# magenta base
base2 = Label(window, text='Magenta', font=("helvetica", 14,
"bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base2.place(x=625, y=575)
# slider input for magenta base
slider2 = Scale(window, from_=100, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#ff00ff", length=500)
slider2.place(x=630, y=60)
# yellow base
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base3 = Label(window, text='Yellow', font=("helvetica", 14,
"bold"), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
base3.place(x=720, y=575)
# slider input for yellow base
slider3 = Scale(window, from_=100, to=0, orient='vertical',
bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff', troughcolor="#ffff00", length=500)
slider3.place(x=715, y=60)
# note displayed in subtractive (CMY) color space
black_note = Label(window, text='In theory Cyan, Magenta, and
Yellow should make Black when combined, but in reality we have to add
Black (K)', font=("helvetica", 10), bg='#333333', fg='#ffffff')
black_note.place(x=65, y=615)

# read which electrode(s) on PiCap is being touched/triggered
# mix1 is the first slider, mix2 is the second slider, mix3 is the
third slider
def GetMixture():
global mixture
global colorspace
mix1 = 0
if touched[11] == 0 and touched[10] == 0 and touched[9] == 0 and
touched[8] == 0:
mix1 = mixture[0]
else:
if touched[11] == 1:
mix1 = 0
elif touched[10] == 1:
mix1 = .33
elif touched[8] == 1:
mix1 = .66
elif touched[9] == 1:
mix1 = 1
if touched[11] == 1 and touched[10] == 1:
mix1 = .165
elif touched[10] == 1 and touched[8] == 1:
mix1 = .495
elif touched[8] == 1 and touched[9] == 1:
mix1 = .825
mix2 = 0
if touched[7] == 0 and touched[6] == 0 and touched[5] == 0 and
touched[4] == 0:
mix2 = mixture[1]
else:
if touched[7] == 1:
mix2 = 0
elif touched[6] == 1:
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mix2 = .33
elif touched[4] ==
mix2 = .66
elif touched[5] ==
mix2 = 1
if touched[7] == 1
mix2 = .165
elif touched[4] ==
mix2 = .495
elif touched[4] ==
mix2 = .825

1:
1:
and touched[6] == 1:
1 and touched[6] == 1:
1 and touched[5] == 1:

mix3 = 0
if touched[3] == 0 and touched[2] == 0 and touched[1] == 0 and
touched[0] == 0:
mix3 = mixture[2]
else:
if touched[0] == 1:
mix3 = 0
elif touched[1] == 1:
mix3 = .33
elif touched[3] == 1:
mix3 = .66
elif touched[2] == 1:
mix3 = 1
if touched[0] == 1 and touched[1] == 1:
mix3 = .165
elif touched[1] == 1 and touched[3] == 1:
mix3 = .495
elif touched[3] == 1 and touched[2] == 1:
mix3 = .825
# store in numpy array
_mixture = np.array([mix1, mix2, mix3])
for n in range(len(_mixture)):
mixture[n] = _mixture[n]
# change color space when all three 0-input electrodes are
touched/triggered
if touched[11] == 1 and touched[7] == 1 and touched[0] == 1:
colorspace = not colorspace
SetColorSpace()
mixture = [0, 0, 0]
#print(colorspace)
# get RGB values for RGB color space by multiplying color percentage by
255
def getRGB():
r = int(mixture[0]*255)
g = int(mixture[1]*255)
b = int(mixture[2]*255)
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hexcode = "#{0:02x}{1:02x}{2:02x}".format(r, g, b) #convert to
hexidecimal
return hexcode
# convert CMY to RGB colorspace to display on computer screen
def convertRGB():
r = int(255*(1-mixture[0]))
g = int(255*(1-mixture[1]))
b = int(255*(1-mixture[2]))
hexcode = "#{0:02x}{1:02x}{2:02x}".format(r, g, b) #convert to
hexidecimal
return hexcode
# show values from sliders in labels
def show_scales():
final_color = ""
if colorspace == 0:
slider1.set(mixture[0]*255)
slider2.set(mixture[1]*255)
slider3.set(mixture[2]*255)
final_color = getRGB()
else:
slider1.set(mixture[0]*100)
slider2.set(mixture[1]*100)
slider3.set(mixture[2]*100)
final_color = convertRGB()
colorwindow.config(background=final_color)
ReadPiCap()
window.mainloop()
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Appendix B
NovaCentrix Metalon Ink Information Email
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